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Diseases of the Nervous System. By C. E. BEEVOR, M.D., F.R.C.P.
London : H. K. Lewis, 1898. Cr. 8vo, pp. 432, Illustrations. Price
ios. (Â¡d.

This introductory work on neurology forms one of the volumes
of " Lewis's Practical Series," and will be found of real interest and dis

tinct value. The author has planned his work so as to begin with
anatomy and physiology, and, having laid a secure foundation, proceeds
to discuss the various diseases affecting the nervous system. The
limits of space at Dr. Beevor's disposal do not permit of discussion of

points which are still in dispute ; but perhaps that is fortunate, in render
ing his opinion clear-cut and lucid. Indeed, the book can be read from
cover to cover with ease and with profit. Although it is concise, brevity
has not caused any sacrifice of the author's meaning ; and his explana

tions of nervous phenomena are sure to meet with a grateful appreciation
on the part of those who are desirous of arriving at an understanding of
these difficult problems.

In dealing with localised diseases of the brain Dr. Beevor lays us
under special obligations in having avoided superfluous details while
conveying a vivid impression of his experience. In an introductory
handbook, of course, one cannot expect a full discussion of disorders
which, when dealt with at length, require monographs for each. Alcohol
ism is disposed of by the author in six pages, but these pages give the
impression of having been written by a physician who has determined, in
the fulness of his knowledge, that his words shall be few and well chosen.
We must also refer in terms of appreciation of the practical and scien
tific spirit which is made manifest in Dr. Beevor's remarks on treatment,

and cordially commend this book to students and junior practitioners,
while indicating that a perusal of its pages will not come amiss to those
of wider knowledge.

Part III.â€”Retrospects.

i. Anthropology.

Anthropological Work in Asylums. (Lancet, July i^t/i, 1899.) Goodall,E.
A clear and comprehensive statement of the raison d'Ãªtre of

anthropological work, with its practical application in asylums. A list
of instruments required is given, together with a scheme of anthropo
mÃ©trie and descriptive data, and in conclusion a comprehensive
bibliography. A valuable paper. J. R. LORD.

Pleasurable Emotions in Certain Animals [Des Emotions gais chez
quelques Animaux]. (Rev. de Ã•1Hyp., Jan., 1900.) Coutaud, A.

This short essay raises the question of the possibility of laughter as
an emotional expression in animals. That animals can be gay and
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give gestural expression to this feeling all will admit ; that the smile may
be the signature of this inner joy, and is possible anatomically for the
animal, we may grant ; but that the sense of the comic, which laughter
generally conveys, is present even rudimentally is more than doubtful.
For our own sakes let us hope that the animal germ of humour, if
present, will never develop. The discussion is interesting if rather
academic. The author, M. Albert Coutaud, refers us with interest to
two precursors in this field of psychologyâ€”Laurent Joubert in the
sixteenth, Godenius in the seventeenth century.

HARRINGTONSAINSBURY.

2. Neurology.

Structure of the Nerve-cells of the Spinal Ganglia \Di Nuovo sulla
Struttura delle Cellule Nen'ose dei Gangli Spinali]. (Coni, falta
alla Soc. Med.-Chir. diPavia nella seduta 20 Gen., 1899.) Golgi, C.

In this paper Professor Golgi gives an account of some further
observations upon the reticular figure revealed within the protoplasm
of certain nerve-cells by his silver method (see Journal of Mental
Science, 1899, p. 403). He set himself to investigate more minutely
the structural differences presented by it at different ages, in the hope
that they might throw some light upon its functional significance. He
has found that these differences are so pronounced as to make it
possible to say whether a spinal ganglion, upon which organ his
observations were carried out, is from a young animal or from an old
one. In the ganglia of a twenty-year-old horse the most characteristic
features of the endocellular reticulum were its peripheral disposition
(although there still remained a narrow outer zone unoccupied by it),
a tendency to be arranged in lobules of a globose or conical form with
the narrow ends directed towards the nucleus, and the absence of a
segment in correspondence with an accumulation of pigment in a
portion of the protoplasm. This endocellular figure was already well
developed in the bovine fcetus of from two to three months. It pre
sented itself, however, only at one point in the cell, close to the nucleus,
which was often displaced to the opposite side of the cell. It did not
consist of a distinct reticulum, but rather of short filaments passing in
various directions and ending in little swellings of the form of a pin-head.
At a somewhat later stage of foetal life the figure, although still tending
to present the characters just described, occupied a larger portion of the
cell. In the ox, though not in the cat and rabbit, it now presented a
distinctly reticular character, and with greater frequency than at later
periods was placed in contact with the nucleus by means of short and
delicate processes, each of which terminated in a slight swelling. In
the newly born animal the figure had essentially the characters that it
presented in the adult, which were described in his earlier papers.
The reticular character was, however, not quite so pronounced, and
figures occupying an eccentric zone of the cell were still common.

He admits that, up to the present, his hope that the study of this
apparatus at different stages of its development would lead to some


